
Top of Burger

Ingredient Location Answer Bitten Off Letter First Toothpick Messag Second Toothpick Message
Sesame Seed Bun Open Sesame Sushi Shop HISTOOTHPICK C SP TH

Onions White River Park BEHINDFRIDGE I IN EG

Pickles Mr Dill's Cany Shop BRIGHT YELLOW R WI OL

Cheese American Pharmecutical UNDERFEDDEAD E DD DE

Lettuce Iceberg Ice Pops FOURTWENTYAM M ER NA

Special Sauce Thousand Island Family Restauran CHEESEBURGER U SH RC

All Beef Patty Sacred Ground Coffee Shop HOLEINLARYNX N IN HE

Bottom Bun - - - S (written in ketchup) S (written in ketchup)

Bottom of Burger

keeps going.

BURGERTIME SOLVE

This is the meta, so it incorporates all the previous answers. Teams need to make a few realizations to move foward:

1.) The burger they have is a Big Mac, and it needs to be assembled in the proper order, as listed by the big mac jingle from the 70s and 80s

2.) The locations that they solved the previous clues at all have names suggestive of bic mac layers.

3.) They need to write the answers on the layers according to the numbers- first letter of the answer in the spot marked 1 etc

4.) There is a bite missing from each layer, but there is still a letter that needs to go in that spot, and the bite actually reveals a message.

The data looks like this:

The first toothpick message is gotten by assembling the burger properly, and sticking toothpicks through the layers so that they hit the "X" marks on the bott

The toothpicks will go through the indicated letters and spell SPIN WIDDERSHINS.

The instructions indicate that the bitten off message will indicate how far to spin the layers- you spin each layer as many places as the alphanumeric value

the letter from numeric that is on that layer. So you spin the Sesame Seed Bun layer 3 clicks counter-clockwise (widdershins) becuase the bitten off letter

is a C. The onion layer gets spun 9 clicks, because the bitten off letter was an I. Etc. For values 12 and higher, the layer just gets spun fully around, and the

Once all the layers have been spun properly, if you reinsert the toothpicks, again so that they hit the "X" marks on the bottom bun, the final message can be

The final answer is THE GOLDEN ARCHES


